
PRESCHOOL AND PRIMARY SCHOOL

Liedekerke, Sunday April 18, 2021

Subject: school organization from the Easter holidays

Dear parent (s)

Below you can find information about the school organization from the Easter holidays.

Spring report DW3 + targeted parent contact

As already announced in a previous parent letter, the spring report DW3 (lower) and the parent
contact (toddler + lower) have been moved to the week of 26 to 29 April 2021.

Since it concerns a targeted parent contact, work will be done with 2 types of letters.

You will receive this letter from the class teacher early next week. It may contain the following information:
- Letter 1: 's school Your childresults are well and there are no major concerns at this time. So there is no

need for parent contact to take place. If you nevertheless wish to have a parent contact, you will of course
have the opportunity to make an appointment.

- Letter 2: 's school Your childresults are not well and / or concerns have been noted that should be
discussed together in order to prepare the necessary adjustments and actions for your child. You will be
invited for a parent contact.

Excursions - Activities - Other special dates

- Thursday 22/04/21: school swimming L5B and L6B
- Friday 23/04/21: school sports day L1 to L6*
- Thursday 29/04/21: school swimming L5A and
- L6B Thursday 29/04/21: spring report ( DW3) for primary + targeted parent contact (toddler + primary) *
- Thursday 06/05/21: school swimming L5B and
- L6B Wednesday 12/05/21: pedagogical study day (school closed and no childcare)
- Thursday 13/05/21 and Friday 14 / 05/21: Ascension Day + bridge day (school closed and no childcare)
- Friday 21/05/21: school photographer classroom photo*
- Monday 24/05/21: Whit Monday (school closed and no childcare)
- Wednesday 23/06/21: integration and introductory moment next year*
- Friday 25/06/21: school trip nursery and primary (continues at school) *
- Monday 28/06/21: proclamation L6 -years*
- finalMonday 28/06/21: targeted parent contact kindergarten + primary*
- Tuesday 29 / 06/21: general parent contact toddler + lower*
- Wednesday 30/06/21: pick up summer report (DW4) lower*

* For these activities follows there is a separate parent letter.
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School party and school trip

- School party
The school party is normally scheduled on Saturday 29/05/2021. We should have no
illusions that such activities will be allowed to take place by then.
The teachers and party working group have therefore opted for an alternative activity. Each
class will practice a performance (drama, dance, singing, ...) and will bring it together on
the playground during the week of the school party 24 May.

For the parents this will be filmed and then distributed via all channels so that you have experienced the
school party a bit virtually in this way.

- School tripcrisis
In view of the current health, it was decided to let the school trip take place at the school
itself this year. A lot of fun activities are provided to make it a very nice day together with
the children! What? We would like to keep that surprise a secret until then!😉

Toys on Friday

On Friday, the pupils can bring a toy from home with which they can play
at school during breaks or a free moment (alone or with each other). An
activity that has been going quite smoothly for many years.

However, in the weeks leading up to the Easter holidays, we noticed that there is a lot of fighting over
Pokémon cards in several classes. These are taken from each other because of jealousy, are lost or are
exchanged for a card of 'lesser value'. This with all its consequences.

It has therefore been decided that no more Pokémon cards can be brought to school.
These cards cost a lot of money for the parents and better stay at home when played with in a controlled
environment.
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